[Cytogenetic effects on blood lymphocytes of cosmonauts after low doses of space radiation].
Cytogenetic changes in cultures of blood lymphocytes from 37 cosmonauts returned from space flights of varying duration were analyzed. Prolonged stay in space was shown to increase numbers of stable and unstable chromosomal aberrations. Frequency of dicentric and centric rings depends on flight duration, as well as values of accumulated dose from and dose rate of space radiation. Egress into open space leads to an additional growth in the number of chromosomal aberrations. It was found that frequency of chromosomal aberrations in blood lymphocytes remains altered even after several years of cosmonaut's return from space flight. Based on the counts of symmetric translocations obtained with the FISH-technique, mean dose from space radiation following the maiden prolonged space flight amounted to 110 mGy which is in agreement with the biodosimetric data about frequency of dicentric and centric rings (140 mGy).